Software-Based Barcode Scanner Solution

Turn enterprise-grade smartphones into
enterprise-grade barcode scanners.
Samsung smartphones and Scandit software
offer the ultimate barcode scanning solution.
There’s no longer any need for expensive, dedicated barcode
scanners. Not when you can turn any Samsung smartphone
into an enterprise-grade barcode scanner. With Scandit
Barcode Scanner SDK software and Samsung smartphones,
your scanning solution is fast, small, light and mobile.
Alternatively, the Scandit Keyboard Wedge gives you the
option to add enterprise-grade barcode scanning functionality
to any app, without integration. Powerful and versatile,
Scandit-powered Samsung devices offer functionality beyond
dedicated scanners. You no longer need two separate devices
for your team to work efficiently. Decrease your TCO while
you increase your efficiency. Scandit and Samung give you
the ideal enterprise-level barcode scanning solution.

Samsung and Scandit Barcode Scanning Solution
Samsung Galaxy Smartphones
• Turns Any Samsung Galaxy Smartphone into a Barcode Scanner
• Carrier and Unlocked by Samsung Versions
• Knox Defense-Grade Security
• Knox Premium1 Device Management
• Super AMOLED Screens
• Long-Lasting Batteries
Scandit Barcode Scanning Software
• Barcode Scanner SDK
• Unmatched Speed and Accuracy
• Scan Any Barcode in Any Condition
• AR Scanning Adds Greater Efficiency
• MatrixScan and OCR Capabilities
• Software-Based Scanning Solution, No Integration Necessary
• Scandit Case Delivers an Accurate, Economical Solution

Contact Us: samsung.com/b2bmobilephones

Software-Based Barcode Scanner Solution

Samsung Galaxy Smartphones

Scandit Barcode Scanning Software
Barcode Scanner SDK

Turns Any Samsung Galaxy Smartphone into
a Barcode Scanner

Seamlessly integrate the Scandit scanning solution into your own
existing app using the Scandit Barcode Scanner SDK. It allows you to
develop a custom solution that integrates perfectly and precisely into
your preferred workflow.

Scandit software turns any Samsung smartphone
into an enterprise-grade barcode scanning
solution. Whether you choose the streamlined J3,
the feature-rich Galaxy S8 or the durable Galaxy
S8 Active, there’s a Samsung smartphone that’s
perfect for your business.

Unmatched Speed and Accuracy
Scandit software leverages the computing power of Samsung mobile
devices to provide the highest scanning speed and accuracy in the industry.

Carrier and Unlocked by Samsung Versions

Scan Any Barcode in Any Condition

Choose the carrier version that’s right for you.
On the other hand, there’s no need to pay for
a connection you may never use. Unlocked by
Samsung Galaxy smartphones connect to your
wireless LAN without requiring carrier connection.

Scandit’s advanced decode image-recognition algorithms make it possible
to read even blurry, worn and torn barcodes reliably.
AR Scanning Adds Greater Efficiency

Knox Defense-Grade Security
Samsung Knox™ offers comprehensive protection of both hardware
and software. It provides multi-layered security with secure boot and
trusted boot, along with hardware root of trust.
Knox Premium1 Device Management
Knox Premium is a cloud-based cross-platform enterprise mobility
management solution, combined with an on-device secure container. With
Knox Premium, you can push and install apps to the device, manage access
through blacklists and whitelists, manage access to pre-loaded services,
track misplaced devices and more.
Super AMOLED Screens
Samsung Super AMOLED technology delivers sharp, clear, colorful screens.
Colors are rich, text is crisp and legible.
Long-Lasting Batteries
Samsung Galaxy smartphone batteries are designed to last through an
entire shift.

With AR scanning, quantities can be displayed, and items with a low
inventory level can be indicated with a red highlight. That helps retailers
offer more efficient services like Buy Online Pickup In Store (BOPIS).
You can also quickly confirm barcodes match printed prices, for greater
accuracy. And you can easily find specific items by scanning a large
assortment of boxes, crates or pallets, then having the highlighted item
show up in an AR display.
MatrixScan and OCR Capabilities
MatrixScan leverages the camera in Samsung smartphones to locate,
track and decode multiple barcodes at once. Scandit also delivers fast and
accurate Optical Character Recognition (OCR) functionality, to capture
alphanumeric data quickly and reliably.
Software-Based Scanning Solution, No Integration Necessary
Install Scandit Keyboard Wedge software, and easily and affordably
transform Samsung mobile devices into enterprise-grade barcode scanning
solutions. This is ideal for enterprise platforms such as SAP and Oracle or
legacy apps.
Scandit Case Delivers an Accurate, Economical Solution
Scandit’s enterprise scanning case, together with Scandit’s software, offers
a variety of ergonomic scanning options that enable select Samsung
devices to deliver a scanning experience equivalent to handheld traditional
scanners and mobile computers at a fraction of the cost. When combined
with the Scandit Keyboard Wedge software, the Samsung smartphone
instantly becomes an enterprise-grade barcode scanner with no
programming or integration required.
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